
ON A CLASS OF FINER TOPOLOGIES WITH
THE SAME CLASS OF HOMEOMORPHISMS1

YU-LEE LEE2

Given a topological space (A, CU\), let 77(A, It) be the class of all

homeomorphisms of (A, It) onto itself. Everett and Ulam [l], [5]

posed the following problem. What topologies TJ exist on X such that

77(A, tU)=77(A, TJ), i.e., these two topological spaces have exactly

the same class of mappings as homeomorphisms.

Many topologies TJ on X such that 77(A, It) =77(A, TJ) have been

constructed in [3]. However, all topologies constructed in [3] are

coarser than the original topology. In general, we cannot reverse the

procedure to reconstruct the topologies 11 out of TJ and to prove that

they possess the same class of mappings as homeomorphisms, because

the topologies TJ constructed in [3] are hard to characterize. There-

fore it is natural to ask the question, given a topological space (A, c\l),

can we construct topologies "U$0l such that 77(A, £lt)=77(A, TJ).

This paper is devoted to investigating this problem.

By A\¿, Cl(¿) and Int(¿), unless otherwise stated, we always

mean the complement, closure and the interior of A relative to the

original topology It. We denote the neighborhood system of a point

p with respect to 11 by lip.

A family of subsets 3Ê in (X, It) is called an 3-famiIy if the follow-

ing three conditions are satisfied:

(1) The empty set 0 is in 36.

(2) If ATGï then Int(N) = 0.
(3) If {Ni, • • • , Nk}CX and {ft, ••■,/*} C77(A, It), then

U {fi(Ni):i = l, ...,k}EX for every k.
An 3-family ï is said to be a strong ^-family if IntiCUA7)) =0

for all N in 3E. We shall use the symbol Cl(¿, V) to denote the closure

of A with respect to a new topology TJ.

The following lemma may be derived straightforwardly from the

definition of an 3-family:

Lemma 1. If ï is an ^-family of (X, It) then { U-N: Z7G11, NE%}
forms a base of a topology V on X. In this case, we say that V is gener-

ated by 3Ê.
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Theorem 1. Let 36 be an ^-family of subsets of a regular Ti-space

(A, 11). Let V be the topology generated by I. Then <UQV and H(X, 11 )
= H(X, V).

Proof. It is clear that H(X, 11) QH(X, V). Suppose there exists/

in H(X, V)-H(X, 11). Then either there exists a VÇ.'Up, with

/(F)GH/w, or V$KP0 but/-1(F)GcU/-1(„„) for some p0. We need

only show that the first alternative leads to a contradiction.

Clearly p0 is not an isolated point. Since fQH(X, V) and f(V)

GcU/(po)CtU/(p0), we have VQVPo. Hence there exists PGH and

NQ% such that

poQU - NQV   and   p0 Q Cl(N) - N.

Since f(po)Qf(V)QcVLf(Po) and (A, It) is regular, there exists/(Fi)

G1l/(po) such that Cl(f(Vi))Qf(V). Since f(Vi)QKnpo)QV,lPo), it fol-
lows that FiGfpo and FO Pi-A! for some UiQc\lPonc\L, NiQX and

poQCl(Ni)-Ni. Thus {(Nr\U}-V]r\[(Nir\Ui)-V}9*0, since
otherwise we would have VDUiMIiQ'M^. Let qQ[(NÍMJ)-V]

f\ [(Ni H Pi) - V]. Then/(g) Qf[(NC\ U) - V] Q X - f(V) Q X
-Cl(/(Fi)), and thus/(g)GCl(/(Fi), V).

But qQ[(Nir\Ui)-V}; hence if q<£C\(Ui-Ni, V), then there

exists Uq-N2QVq such that P3GH/^H, A2Gï and

(Uq - Ni) H (Pi - Ai) = (Uq C\ Pi) - (A2 W Ai) = 0.

Since Pi is open, 09* PgPiPiGnnit, and Uqi\UiQNi\JNi, which
would imply that A2WAi is somewhere dense. Therefore

q G C1(P! - Ai, V) Q Cl (Fi, V).

Hence f(q)QCl(f(Vi), V). This contradiction shows that/(F)GH/(„„)

implies FGHpo lor each po in A. Thus/ is continuous. Similarly/-1

is continuous and we have Pi (A, 11) =H(X, V).

If 3£ contains an element which is not closed, then ll^t). If further,

(A, 11) is locally Euclidean, then (A, 11) is not homeomorphic to

(A, V) [4].
If (X, 11) is a first countable regular Pi Baire space and every ele-

ment in 3£ is of the first category, and if x* contains at least one ele-

ment which is not closed in (A, 11), then ll^D and (A, 11) and

(A, V) are not homeomorphic. To see this, let NQX be a nonclosed

set in (A, 11). Then there exists a point po in A\A and a sequence of

points {pi\ i = 1, 2, • • • J in A which converges to po; hence

{pi: i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ } is a closed set in (A, V). Suppose (A, V) is regular,

then there exist { Ur.i^O, 1, 2, ■ • ■ } in 11 and {Ni-.i^O, 1,2,--}
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in H such that piEUt\N( for ¿ = 0,  1, 2, • • •   and  0 = (Uo\No)

nu;.! (Ui\Ni)=\jr.i (u0r\Ui\NoVNi).
Therefore [/0rW,CA7'oWA7'< for each ¿ = 1, 2, • • • . But U0 con-

tains all but finitely many pi. Therefore there exists tVO such that

Uor\Ui9^0. Hence AoVJA,- contains nonvoid interior which is con-

tradictory to the assumption that every element in 36 is of the first

category and (A, 11) is a Baire space. Hence (A, TJ) is not regular

and (A, It) and (A, TJ) are not homeomorphic.

Lemma 2. The intersection of a collection of ^-families of (X, 11) is

an ^-family of (A, It).

The proof is straightforward.

Lemma 3. If {Ha:aEB} is a collection of ^-families with at most

one not strong ^-family, then there exists a smallest ^-family containing

U{ïa:aG7^}, namely the family of all finite unions of members of

U{ï„:aG5J.

Proof. The conditions (1) and (3) are clearly satisfied. Let Hi be

the only possible nonstrong 3-family. Let A1GÏ1 and N2E%a- Sup-

pose \nt(Ni W N2) = U ?* 0. Then Int^ U C1(A2)) D U. Since
Int C1(A2) = 0, 0 ^ U\Cl(N2) is open and

C\C1(A2) Ç (Ni W C1(A2))\C1(A2) Ç Aj.

This is a contradiction, since Int(Ai) = 0. Similarly we can prove this

for any finite union of members of U {36>: ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , m}.

The condition that all but at most one of the collection of 3-

families {36a: aEB} are strong is necessary as illustrated in the fol-

lowing example.

Let (A, It) be the rigid continuum of J. J. De Iongh [2, p. 443],

then 77(A, It) consists of one element, namely the identity mapping

from X onto A. Let xo be a fixed point in A which is different from

the end point. Let A = {xEX:d(x, x0) is a rational number} and

B=X\A. Then X = A\JB, AC\B = 0, Int(¿) = Int(/J) =0 and
Cl(¿) = C1(5) =A. Then the family P(A) of all subsets of A and the

family P(B) of all subsets of B are both nonstrong 3-families, and

there does not exist an 3-family which contains P(¿) and P(B).

Lemma 4. If {36«: olED} is a collection of ^-families of (A, It), and
{¿a:aG7>} is a family of mutually disjoint closed sets such that

NaEAafor each NaEHa, then there exists a smallest ^-family contain-

ing U {36a: a ED}, namely the family of all finite unions of members of

(J{Xa:aED}.
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Proof. Let ï be the class of all finite unions of elements of

\N:NQXa, aQD}. Then the conditions (1) and (3) are clearly

satisfied. Let {NiQ%a, A2Gïp} for some a and ß in D and suppose

U = Int(NiVJNi). If pQ UC\Ni, since Int(Ai) =0, we have/>GCl(A2)
and PnAiCCl(A2). Also Ui\NiQNi. We have UnNiQCl(Ni)
r\Cl(Ni). Similarly, £/nA2CCl(Ai)nCl(A2). Therefore PCCl(Ai)
r\Cl(Ni)QAir\Ai = 0. By induction we have (2).

From the above lemmas and Theorem 1, we have the following

theorem which follows immediately.

Theorem 2. Let { X*„: aQD} be a class of ^-families of subsets of a

regular Ti-space (A, 11) and let V be the topology generated by taking

the family of subsets { U\N: NQXa, aQD} as a subbase. If one of the

following conditions is satisfied :

(a) the collection { **„: aQD} is a collection of strong ^-families ex-

cept possibly one;

(b) there exists a family of mutually disjoint closed sets \Aa: aQD}

such that NaQAafor each NaQXa; then H(X, 11) =H(X, V).

In the following corollary, when we say a sequence of subsets {Af}

converges to A, we mean that every neighborhood of A contains all

but finitely many A{. And let H (A) = {f(x):fQH(X, 11), xQA }. The
following corollary serves as an example to illustrate the preceding

theorems and concepts.

Corollary. Let A be a subset of a regular Ti-space (A, It). Let 3Ei

be the family of all finite unions of subsets N of the form

U{C¿:í' = 1, 2, 3, • • • }, where C, is a closed (and compact and/or

perfect) nowhere dense subset of X and {d} converges to some p in

H (A). Let Hi be the family of all finite unions of subsets N of the form

{pi: 4'= 1, 2, 3, • • • }, where {P¿} converges to some p in H(A) and pi

is not an isolated point for each i. Let 3E3 be the family of all finite unions

of subsets N of the form U {C<: i= 1, 2, • • • }, where d is a closed con-

nected (and compact) nowhere dense set and d separates X, and d

converges to some p in H (A). If Vi is the topology generated by taking the

family of all subsets of the form U—N, where UQ'M and NQ1{ as a

base (4 = 1, 2, 3), then H(X, 11) =H(X, Vi) (i = \, 2, 3).

Proof. To prove the corollary, we only need to verify that 3E¿

(4 = 1, 2, 3) is an 3-family. We do it for « = 1, and the other cases are

similar.

Clearly 0QH\. Let {d} converge to some p in H (A) with each

d a closed nowhere dense subset of A. Let U be the interior of

U{C,:4 = 1, 2, • • • }. If U9*0, then U\{p}9*0 since otherwise p
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would be an interior point of C< for some i. Choose g in U\ {p}. Since

A is a regular TVspace, there exist disjoint open sets F and IF such

that qEVEU\{p} and pEW. Therefore IFcontains all but finitely

many C,. Since each C¿ is nowhere dense the interior of a subset of

any finite union of C,- is void. But V is contained in a finite union of

d; this is a contradiction and we have U = 0. It follows that 36i

satisfies (2). If {Nu ■ ■ ■ , Nk} C36i and {ft, •••,/*} C77(A, It),
without loss of generality, we may assume that for each i, Ni

= U{C<y:7 = l, 2, • • • } where C¿y is a closed nowhere dense sub-

set of A and {C,,:/ = l, 2, • • • } converges to some pi in H(A).

Then it is clear {fi(Ci,):j = \, 2, • • • } converges to /,-(/><) which

is also in 77(¿) and /.(C,,) is a closed nowhere dense subset of A

for each i=l, 2, • ■ • , k and J = l, 2, • • • . Hence by definition

U {fi(Ni): i = l, 2, • • ■ , k} G& and 36i is a 3-family. By Theorem 1,
we have 77(A, 11) =77(A, *Ui).
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